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IMPORTANT TIPS TO HELP PREVENT COSTLY WATER DAMAGE. 

continued

 Water intrusion and liquid damage are  
 two of the leading causes of commercial 
 property loss in the healthcare industry. 

Our experience tells us that:

• The leading cause of water damage loss for 
the healthcare industry is related to accidental 
discharge from heating and cooling systems, 
internal piping, fixtures and appliances, pipe freeze-
ups, sprinkler leakage and sewer drain backup.

• Many of these losses lead to high-severity claims.

• Springtime preventative maintenance (startup) 
to HVACs and similar systems can pay huge 
dividends in loss avoidance. 

More specifically:

• Building maintenance-related losses come from 
older pipe erosion, sprinkler leakage and frozen 
pipes due to inadequate heating. 

• New construction losses are associated with sub-
par plumbing installation. The quality of contractor 
and construction quality does make a difference. 

• Unique vulnerabilities when water damage claims 
occur; they can interrupt patient services during 
the repair phase. This could drive patients to stay 

at a new facility, or find new doctors. It also may 
present challenges bringing new patients in if 
there’s a concern over the building quality. The 
impact of business interruption may far outweigh 
the loss of physical damage to the building and 
contents. Mitigating water damage loss potential 
will help maintain a high level of value for patients.

High valued medical equipment, critical computers 
and automated equipment and paper files all tend 
to pose a higher vulnerability and susceptibility to 
water damage, thus driving a higher severity of loss.

EXAMPLES OF WATER DAMAGE LOSSES

In recent years, water damage claims for the 
healthcare industry have resulted in millions of 
dollars of direct and indirect financial loss. Some 
examples of recent losses include:

• A large amount of water flowed into a cancer 
treatment center when a building filtration unit 
failed, damaging a high-valued linear accelerator, 
CT scanner, service cables, computerized 
equipment and building betterments. This loss 
required relocation of patient services, pharmacy 
and chemo operations, resulting in about $1.5M 
in total loss, primarily due to highly sensitive 
equipment and business interruption.



• Water damage to a medical practice located in a  
multi-story building where water penetrated the 
ceiling, caused by a deteriorated roof covering and 
blocked roof drains. Water damaged equipment in  
the operating room, back-up surgical equipment, 
servers and computer towers, resulting in:
 » $200K of business personal property loss, and 
 » $350K of business income loss.

WATER DAMAGE ADDS UP FOR THE 
HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

These losses show that once water is released into  
the building, it can cause major issues, including:

• Direct costs: Cleanup, construction/material 
replacement, mold remediation, highly sensitive 
equipment repair, and increased insurance premiums.

• Indirect costs: Indoor quality issues, legal fees, 
managing patient reactions/public relations, and 
interruption of patient services and impact of 
business interruption (time), which may be the  
most costly of the losses. 

A WRITTEN PLAN CAN MAKE ALL  
THE DIFFERENCE 

To help prevent or reduce significant loss due to  
water intrusion, healthcare/property owners and 
managers should design a written Water Damage 
Prevention Plan with the following priorities:
• Establish your team and provide training.
• Outline pre- and post-event job responsibilities.
• Identify the location and properly label  

shut-off valves.
• Enhance site inspection activities to include  

high-risk areas of potential water intrusion.
• Identify water intrusion prevention and control 

measures.
• Establish post-event restoration and recovery strategies.
• Transfer risk contractually to responsible parties.

DETERMINE HIGH-RISK AREAS FOR  
WATER INTRUSION

In general there are three major areas that can be 
sources of potential water intrusion in every building: 

• The building envelope (roof, walls and floors). 

• Interior systems, including piping for domestic 
water, process liquids and sprinkler protection,  
as well as building equipment and appliances. 

• Exterior exposures, such as surface water from 
improper landscaping, gutters and downspouts  
and weather-related hazards.

ELECTRONICALLY MONITORING YOUR  
HIGH-RISK EXPOSURES

Consider installing water intrusion detection systems 
in critical areas with highly sensitive equipment, 
vulnerable diagnostics and operating rooms, especially 
if your facility has had a history of water damage events. 
This technology has come a long way in the last few 
years and can include any and all of the following 
features, based on your local needs:

• Wireless technology.
• Easy, non-intrusive installations.
• Detection connected to control valves for  

automated operation (shut in event of emergency).
• Setup to provide alert notifications to smartphones.
• Connected to local or remote monitoring services.
• Analytics on water usage provided by vendors.
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LEARN MORE.
For more information, contact your Risk Engineering consultant from  
The Hartford today, or visit us at TheHartford.com/riskengineering
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For more information, please review the following 
related TIPS: 

Water Damage Prevention Planning 10 Page Overview

Contractual Risk Transfer

http://TheHartford.com/riskengineering
https://www.thehartford.com/risk-engineering/files/water-damage-prevention-planning-2.pdf
https://www.thehartford.com/risk-engineering/files/ContractualRiskTransfer.pdf

